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Abstract—With the advance of quantum computing, quantum software becomes critical for exploring the full potential
of quantum computing systems. Recently, quantum software
engineering (QSE) becomes an emerging area attracting more
and more attention. However, it is not clear what are the
challenges and opportunities of quantum computing facing the
software engineering community. This work aims to understand
the QSE-related challenges perceived by developers. We perform
an empirical study on Stack Exchange forums where developers
post-QSE-related questions & answers and Github issue reports
where developers raise QSE-related issues in practical quantum
computing projects. Based on an existing taxonomy of question
types on Stack Overflow, we first perform a qualitative analysis
of the types of QSE-related questions asked on Stack Exchange
forums. We then use automated topic modeling to uncover the
topics in QSE-related Stack Exchange posts and GitHub issue
reports. Our study highlights some particularly challenging areas
of QSE that are different from that of traditional software
engineering, such as explaining the theory behind quantum
computing code, interpreting quantum program outputs, and
bridging the knowledge gap between quantum computing and
classical computing, as well as their associated opportunities.
Index Terms—Quantum computing, Quantum software engineering, Topic modeling, Stack Exchange, Issue reports.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Over the past decades, quantum computing has made steady
and remarkable progress [1]–[3]. For example, IBM Quantum
[4] now supports developers to develop quantum applications using its programming framework and execute them
on its cloud-based quantum computers. Based on the quantum mechanics principles of superposition (quantum
objects can be in different states at the same time) [5] and
entanglement (quantum objects can be deeply connected
without direct physical interaction) [6], quantum computers
are expected to make revolutionary computation improvement
over today’s classical computers [7]. In particular, quantum
computing is expected to help solve the computational problems that are difficult for today’s classical computers, including problems in cryptography, chemistry, financial services,
medicine, and national security [8].
The success of quantum computing will not be accomplished without quantum software. Several quantum programming languages (e.g., QCL [9]) and development tools (e.g.,
Qiskit [10] have been developed since the first quantum
computers. Large software companies like Google [11], IBM
[4], and Microsoft [12] have developed their technologies
for quantum software development. Quantum software developers have also achieved some preliminary success in

applying quantum software to certain computational areas (e.g,
machine learning [13], optimization [14], cryptography [15],
and chemistry [16]). However, there still lacks large-scale
quantum software. Much like Software Engineering is needed
for developing large-scale traditional software, the concept of
Quantum Software Engineering (QSE) has been proposed to
support and guide the development of large-scale, industriallevel quantum software applications. This concept has been
gaining more and more attention recently [3], [8], [17].
QSE aims to apply or adapt existing software engineering
processes, methods, techniques, practices, and principles to
the development of quantum software applications, or create
new ones [8]. Pioneering work sheds light on new directions
for QSE, such as quantum software processes & methodologies [18], quantum software modeling [19], and design of
quantum hybrid systems [20]. In the meanwhile, we observe
an exponential increase of discussions related to quantum
software development on technical Q&A forums such as Stack
Overflow(e.g. from 8 in 2010 to 1434 in 2020). We also
notice an increasing number of quantum software projects
hosted on GitHub, where developers use issue reports to track
their development and issue fixing processes. Such technical
Q&As and issue reports may communicate developers’ faced
challenges when developing quantum software applications.
In this paper, we aim to understand the challenges perceived
by quantum software developers and seek opportunities for
future QSE research and practice. In particular, we examine
technical Q&A forums where developers ask QSE-related
questions, and GitHub issue reports where developers raise
QSE-related issues. We apply a series of heuristics to search
and filter Q&A posts that are related to QSE and to search and
filter GitHub projects that are related to quantum software. In
total, we extract and analyze 3,117 Q&A posts and 43,979
Github issues that are related to QSE. We combine manual
analysis and automated topic modeling to examine these Q&A
posts and Github issues, to understand the QSE challenges
developers are facing. In particular, our study aims to answer
the three following research questions (RQs):
RQ1: What types of QSE questions are asked on technical
forums? To understand the intention behind developers’ questions on technical forums and the types of
information that they are seeking, we manually examined a statistically representative sample of questions. We extended a previous taxonomy from prior

work [21] and found nine categories of questions.
Our results highlight the need for future efforts to
support developers’ quantum program development,
in particular, to develop learning resources, to help
developers fix errors, and to explain the theory behind quantum computing code.
RQ2: What QSE topics are raised in technical forums?
The QSE-related posts may reflect developers’ challenges when learning or developing quantum programs. To understand their faced challenges, we
use topic models to extract the semantic topics
in their posts. We derived nine topics including traditional software engineering topics (e.g.,
environment management and dependency
management) and QSE-specific topics (e.g.,
quantum execution results and quantum
vs. classical computing). We highlighted
some particularly challenging areas for QSE, such as
interpreting quantum program outputs, understanding quantum algorithm complexity, and bridging the
knowledge gap between quantum computing and
classical computing.
RQ3: What QSE topics are raised in the issue reports of
quantum-computing projects? Issue reports of quantum computing projects record developers’ concerns
and discussions when developing these projects.
Thus, we analyze the topics in the issue reports to
understand the challenges are developers facing in
practical quantum computing projects. We observe
that the QSE-related challenges that we derived from
forum posts indeed impact practical quantum program development in these GitHub projects, while
GitHub issues bring new perspectives on developers’
faced challenges (e.g., on specific quantum computing applications such as machine learning). We
also observe that such challenges are general among
quantum computing projects.
Paper organization. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we discuss the background about quantum
software engineering and the related work. Then, in Section III
we describe the design of our study. In Section IV we present
our results. Section V discusses threats to the validity of our
findings. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

A. Quantum Computing
Quantum computers aim to leverage the principles
of quantum mechanics such as superposition and
entanglement to provide computing speed faster than
today’s classical computers. While classical computers use
bits in the form of electrical pulses to represent 1s and 0s,
quantum computers use quantum bits or Qubits in the form
of subatomic particles such as electrons or photons to represent
1s and 0s. A Qubit, unlike a classical bit, can be 0 or 1 with
a certain probability, which is known as the superposition
principle [22]. In other words, a quantum computer consisting
of Qubits is in many different states at the same time. When a
Qubit is measured, it collapses into a deterministic classical
state. The status of two or more of Qubits can be correlated
(or entangled) in the sense that changing the status of one
Qubit will change the status of the others in a predictable
way, which is known as the entanglement phenomenon [22].
The superposition and entanglement phenomenons
give quantum computers advantages over classical computers
in performing large-scale parallel computation [22].
Similar to classical logic gates (e.g., AND, OR, NOT),
quantum logic gates (or quantum gates) alter the states (the
probability of being 0 or 1) of the input Qubits. Like classical
digit circuits, quantum circuits are collections of quantum
logic gates interconnected by quantum wires. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of a quantum computer [3], [23].
The architecture contains two layers: a quantum computing
layer where the quantum physics and circuits reside, and a
classical computing layer where the quantum programming
environment and software applications reside.
• Physical building blocks: physical realization of Qubits
and their coupling/interconnect circuitry.
• Quantum logic gates: physical circuitry for quantum logic
gates.
• Quantum-classical computer interface: the hardware and
software that provides the boundary between classical
computers and the quantum computing layer.
• Quantum programming environment: quantum programming languages and development environment.
• Business applications: quantum software applications
(based on quantum programming languages) that meet
specific business requirements

II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
This study aims to understand the quantum software engineering challenges through examining technical forum posts
and GitHub issue reports. In this section, we present the background and prior work related to our study. First, we describe
the background and related work of quantum computing,
quantum programming, and quantum software engineering.
Then, we discuss prior work that performs topic analysis on
technical forum posts and issue reports.

Fig. 1. The architecture of a quantum computer [3], [23]

.B. Quantum Programming
Quantum computing as a new general paradigm can massively influence how software is developed [3], [8], [24].
Quantum programming is the process to design an executable
quantum program to accomplish a specific task [24]. Quantum
programming uses syntax-based notations to represent and
operate quantum circuits and gates. Early efforts of quantum

programming language development focused on the quantum
Turing machine [25] but did not produce practical quantum programming languages. Later efforts have turned to
the quantum circuits model where the quantum system is
controlled by a classical computer [26]. This concept has given
birth to many new quantum programming languages such as
qGCL [27], LanQ [28], Q# [29] and Qiskit [10]. Prior work
conducted extensive exploration along the lines of quantum
programming [24] and quantum software development environments [30]. The survey [3] also provides a comprehensive
overview of research works along these lines.
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D. Topic Analysis of Technical Q&As
Prior work performs rich studies on technical Q&A data,
especially on Stack Exchange data [31]. Here we focus on
prior work that performs topic analysis on technical Q&A
data. Topic models are used extensively in prior work to
understand the topics of general Stack Overflow posts and
the topic trends [19], [32]–[34]. Prior work also leverages
topic models to understand the topics of Stack Overflow
posts related to specific application development domains,
such as mobile application development [35], [36], client
application development [37], machine learning application
development [38], as well as concurrency [39] and security [40] related development. In addition, prior work leverages topic models to understand non-functional requirements
communicated in Stack Overflow posts [41], [42]. Zhang et
al. [43] use topic models to detect duplicate questions in Stack
Overflow. Finally, Treude et al. [44] proposes an automated
approach to suggest configurations of topic models for Stack
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Fig. 2. Overview of our empirical study

C. Quantum Software Engineering
Quantum software engineering (QSE) is still in its infancy.
As the result of the first International Workshop on Quantum Software Engineering & Programming (QANSWER), researchers and practitioners proposed the “Talavera Manifesto”
for quantum software engineering and programming, which
defines a set of principles about QSE [8], including: (1) QSE
is agnostic regarding quantum programming languages and
technologies; (2) QSE embraces the coexistence of classical
and quantum computing; (3) QSE supports the management
of quantum software development projects; (4) QSE considers
the evolution of quantum software; (5) QSE aims at delivering quantum programs with desirable zero defects; (6) QSE
assures the quality of quantum software; (7) QSE promotes
quantum software reuse; (8) QSE addresses security and
privacy by design; and (9) QSE covers the governance and
management of software.
Zhao [3] performed a comprehensive survey of the existing technology in various phases of quantum software life
cycle, including requirement analysis, design, implementation,
testing, and maintenance. Prior work [17]–[20] also discussed
challenges and potential directions in QSE research, such as
modeling [19] and quantum software processes & methodologies [18], and design of quantum hybrid systems [20].
Different from prior work, this work makes the first attempt to
understand the challenges of QSE perceived by practitioners.

RQ1

Overflow data. Most of these studies use the Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) algorithm or its variants to extract topics
from the technical Q&A data. In this work, we also leverage
the widely used LDA algorithm to extract topics from the
technical Q&A data related to quantum software enginering.
E. Topic Analysis of Issue Reports
Issue reports have been widely explored in prior work.
Here we focus on studies that apply topic analysis on issue
report data. Prior work leverages topic models to automatically
assign issue reports to developers (a.k.a. bug triage) [45]–[48].
These studies first uses topic models to categorize the textual
information in the issue reports, then learn mappings between
the categorized textual information and developers. Prior work
also leverages topic models to automatically detect duplicate
issue reports based on the similarity of their topics [49]–[51].
Nguyen et al. [52] use topic models to associate issue reports
and source code based on their similarities, in order to help
developers narrow down the searched source code space when
resolving an issue. Finally, prior work also studies the trends
of topics in issue reports [53], [54]. LDA and its variants are
the most popular topic modeling approaches used in these
studies. Therefore, we also leverage LDA to extract topics
from GitHub issue reports related to QSE.
III. E XPERIMENT S ETUP
This section describes the design of our empirical study.
A. Overview
Figure 2 provides an overview of our empirical study.
We study QSE-related posts on Stack Exchange (SE) forums
and the issue reports of quantum computing GitHub projects.
From Stack Exchange forums, we first use tags to filter QSErelated posts. In RQ1, we manually analyze a statistically
representative sample of these posts to understand the type of
information sought by developers. In RQ2, we use automated
topic models to analyze the topics of these posts and their
characteristics. From GitHub repositories, we first apply a set
of heuristic rules to filter the quantum computing projects.
Then we extract the issue reports of these quantum computing
projects. Finally, we perform topics modeling on these issue
reports to analyze the topics in the textual information of
the issue reports (RQ3). We describe the details of our data
collection and analysis approaches in the rest of this section.

TABLE I
O UR SELECTED TAGS AND THE NUMBER OF QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

B. Stack Exchange forums data collection
We follow three steps to collect QSE related data from Stack
Exchange forums. First, we collect Q&A data from four Stack
Exchange forums. Second, we identify a set of tags that are
related to QSE. Finally, we use the identified tags to select the
posts that are related to QSE. We explain the steps below.
Step 1: Collecting technical Q&A data. We extract technical
Q&A data from four Stack Exchange forums: Stack Overflow
[55], Quantum Computing Stack Exchange [56], Computer
Science Stack Exchange [57], and Artificial Intelligence Stack
Exchange [58]. We consider the Stack Overflow forum as
it contains posts related to quantum programming and it is
widely used for studying various software engineering topics
(e.g., mobile app development [35], [36], machine learning
application development [38], etc.). We consider the other
three forums because they contain posts that discuss topics
related to quantum computing and quantum programming. We
extracted the post data from these forums with the help of
the Stack Exchange Data Explorer [59]. Stack Exchange data
explorer holds an up to date data for these forum between
08-2008 and 03-2021.
Step 2: Identifying tags related to QSE. The studied
Stack Exchange forums use user defined tags to categorize
questions. We follow two sub-steps to select the tags that
are related to QSE. We started by searching for questions
with the tag “quantum-computing” in the entire Stack Exchange dataset D through the data exchange explorer. We
obtained 254 questions tagged with “quantum-computing”
from the studied forums. After manually inspecting the 30
most voted questions, we selected an initial tag set Tinit consisting of ten tags including “quantum-computing”, “qiskit”,
“qsharp”, “q#”, “quantum-development”, “quantum-circuit”,
“ibmq”, “quantum-ai”, “qubit” and “qutip”. Then we extracted
the questions related to Tinit from the initial dataset D and
obtained a new set of questions P . In order to expand the
initial tag set, we extracted the frequently co-occurring tags
with Tinit from P and build a new tag set T2 .
Not all the tags in T2 are related to quantum computing.
To determine the final tag set Tf inal , following previous
work [60] [61], we filter the tags in T2 based on their
relationships when the initial tag set Tinit . For each tag t in
T2 , we calculate:
(Significance) α(t) =
(Relevance) β(t) =

# of questions with tag t in P
# of questions with tag t in D
# of questions with tag t in P
# of questions in P

(1)
(2)

To select a tag t, the value of significance-relevance α(t),
β(t) need to be higher than a threshold we set. To select the
optimal threshold values for α and β, we experimented with a
set of values respectively between 0.05, 0.35 and 0.001, 0.03.
For each α and β and for each tag above the threshold, we
inspected the top 10 most voted posts and verified if the tag
is related to QSE, we ended up with the optimal threshold
respectively equal to 0.005 and 0.2 which are consistent with
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previous work [62] [61]. The final tag set Tf inal is formed of
37 tags in total. Since quantum computing is a wide topic
and our focus is QSE, we further manually inspected the
description of each tag t in Tf inal and the top 10 questions
of each tag in each studied forum to remove tags that are not
related to QSE. Finally our tag set Tf inal was reduced from
37 to 18 tags (14 unique tags as different forums have tags
with the same names). Table I lists our final set of tags.
Step 3: Selecting questions and answers. We extract the
final sets of questions and answers using the final tag sets
shown in Table I. We select all the posts that are tagged with
at least one of the tags. We ended up with a total of 3,117
questions and answers from the four considered forums in our
data set Df inal . 35% of the final data are answers where 65%
are questions. The number of posts (questions and answers)
extracted from each forum is shown in Table I.
C. GitHub issues data collection
In this work, we study the issue reports of quantum computing projects on GitHub. We downloaded the GitHub selected
quantum computing projects issues in March 2021. We follow
three steps described below to extract the issue reports of
quantum computing projects from GitHub.
Step 1: Searching candidate projects. We search for quantum
computing related projects using three criteria: 1) The description of the project must be in English (i.e., for us to better
understand the content). 2) The project name or description
must contain the word “quantum” (the word quantum is case
sensitive in the project name or description). 3) The project is
in a mainline repository (i.e., not a fork of another repository).
We end up with a total of 1,364 repositories.
Step 2: Filtering quantum computing projects. We filter
the searching result and identify quantum computing related
projects with three criteria: 1) To avoid selecting student
assignments, following previous work [63] [64], we select
repositories that were forked at least two times. 2) The
projects must have a sufficient history of development for
us to analyze the issue reports. Therefore, we select the
projects that were created at least 10 months earlier than the
data extraction date. Moreover, only the projects that have at
least 100 commits and 10 issues are selected. 3) To ensure
the quality of the project selected, we manually inspect the
projects’ descriptions and remove projects that are not related
to quantum computing, projects that are created for hosting
quantum computing related documentation, as well as lecture
notes related to quantum computing. Finally, we obtain a

total of 122 projects directly related to quantum computing
applications.
Step 3: Extracting issue reports. We use the GitHub Rest
API [65] to extract all the issue reports of the final 122 projects
on GitHub. In total, we obtain 43,979 issue reports.
D. Data pre-processing for topic modeling
We build one topic model on the Stack Exchange forum data
and another topic model on the GitHub issue data. Below we
describe how we pre-process these two types of data before
feeding them into topic models.
Pre-processing Q&A post data. We treat each post (i.e.,
a question or an answer) as an individual document in the
topic model. For each question, we join the title and the
body of the question to create a single document. As Q&A
posts contain code snippets between <code> and </code>
which may bring noise to our topic models, we remove
all text between <code> and </code>. We also remove
HTML tags (e.g., <p></p>), URLs and images from each
post. In addition, we remove stop words (e.g., “like”, “this”,
“the”), punctuation, and non-alphabetical characters using the
Mallet and NLTK stop words set. Finally, we apply the Porter
stemming [66] to normalize the words into their base forms
(e.g., “computing” is transformed to “comput”), which can
reduce the dimensionality of the word space and improve the
performance of topic models [67]
Pre-processing issue report data. We treat each issue report
as an individual document in the topic model. We join the title
and the body of each issue as a single document. Similarly, we
remove code snippets, URLs and images from the issue body.
Since there are no tags in GitHub issues that identify code
snippets, we look for backquote ” ” or triple backticks “‘ in the
content of the issues and remove the code enclosed between
this punctuation. We also remove stop words, non-alphabetical
characters, and punctuation. Finally, we apply Porter stemming
to normalize the words into their base forms.
E. Topic modeling
We use automated topic modeling to analyze the topics in
the Q&A posts and issue reports. Specifically, we use the
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm [68] to extract the
topics from both of our datasets. LDA is a probabilistic topic
modeling technique that derives the probability distribution of
frequently co-occurred word sets (i.e., topics) in a text corpus.
A topic is represented by a probability distribution of a set
of words, while a document is represented as a probability
distribution of a set of topics. LDA is widely used for modeling
topics in software repositories [69], including technical Q&A
posts (e.g, [70]) and issue reports (e.g., [49]). We use two
separate topic models to extract the topics from the Q&A post
data and the issue report data. For a better performance of the
topic modeling and a good classification quality, following
previous work [61] [71], we consider both uni-gram and bigram of words in our topic models.
LDA Implementation. We use the Python implementation
of the Mallet topic modeling package [72] to perform our
topic modeling. The Mallet package implements the Gibbs

sampling LDA algorithm and uses efficient hyper-parameter
optimization to improve the quality of the derived topics [72].
Determining topic modeling parameters. The number of
topics (K) is usually manually set by the user as it controls
the granularity of the topics [61]. The α parameter controls the
topic distribution in the documents (i.e., Q&A posts or issue
reports), while the β parameter controls the word distribution
in the topics. In this work, we use the topic coherence
score [73] to evaluate the quality of the resulting topics and
determine the appropriate parameters (K, α, and β), similar
to prior work [29], [61]. The coherence score measures the
quality of a topic by measuring the semantic similarity between the top words in the topic. Thus, this score distinguishes
between topics that are semantically interpretable and topics
that are coincidences of statistical inference [73]. Specifically,
we use the Gensim Python package’s CoherenceModel
[74] module to calculate the coherence scores of the resulting
topics. To capture a wide range of parameters and keep the
topics distinct from each other, we experiment with different
combination of the parameters, by varying the values of K
from 5 to 30 incremented by 1 each time, the values of
document-topic distribution α from 0.01 to 1 incremented by
0.01 [75], and the values of word-topic distribution β from
0.01 to 1 incremented by 0.01 [75]. We retain the resulting
topics with the highest average coherence score.
After getting the automatically derived topics, we manually
analyze the resulting topics and assign meaningful labels to the
topics. We elaborate more on this process in RQ2 and RQ3 for
the Q&A post topics and the issue report topics, respectively.
IV. E XPERIMENT R ESULTS
In this section we report and discuss the results of our
three research questions. For each research question, we first
present the motivation and approach, then discuss the results
for answering the research question.
RQ1: What types of QSE questions are asked on technical
forums?
1) Motivation: In order to understand QSE challenges
developers are facing, we first want to understand what types
of questions they are asking (e.g., whether they are asking
questions about using APIs or fixing errors). This is important
to identify the areas in which QSE developers should be
supported and the type of resources that they need. Similar to
prior work [76], we focus on the intent behind the questions
asked by QSE developers instead of the topics of the questions.
2) Approach: To identify the type of questions that users
are asking in technical forums, we performed a manual
analysis of a statistically representative sample from our
studied QSE questions. We sampled 323 questions with a
confidence level of 95% and a confidence interval of 5%. For
each question, we examined its title and body, to understand
the intent of the user who posted the question. We used a
hybrid card sorting approach to perform the manual analysis
and assign labels (i.e., types of questions) to each sampled
question. Specifically, we based our manual analysis on an

existing taxonomy of the types of questions asked on Stack
Overflow [76] and added new types when needed. For each
question we assigned one label; in case a question is associated
with two or more labels, which we found only in a few cases,
we chose the most relevant one.
Hybrid card sorting process. Two authors of the paper (i.e.,
coders) jointly performed the hybrid card sorting. We split
the sampled data into two equal subsets and performed the
sorting in two rounds, similar to prior work [77]. Our process
guaranteed that each question is labelled by both coders.
1) First-round labeling. Each coder labels a different half
of the questions independently.
2) First-round discussion. In order to have a consistent
labeling strategy, we had a meeting to discuss the
labeling results in the first round and reached an agreedupon set of labels. A third author of the paper is involved
in the discussion.
3) Revising first-round labels. Each coder updated the
first round labeling results based on the discussion.
4) Second-round labeling. Each coder labeled the other
half of the questions independently based on the agreedupon labels in the first round. New labels are allowed
in this round.
5) Second-round discussion. We had a meeting to discuss
the second-round labeling results, validate newly added
labels and verify the consistency of our labels. A third
author is also involved in the discussion.
6) Revising second-round labels. Based on the secondround discussion, each coder revised the labels and
finalized its individual labeling of the questions. We
calculate the inter-coder agreement after this step.
7) Resolving disagreement. We had a final meeting to
resolve the disagreement in our labeling results and
reached the final label for each question. For each
difference in our labels, the two coders and a third author
discussed the conflict and reached a consensus.
Inter-coder agreement. We measured the inter-coder agreement between the coders and obtained a Cohen’s kappa k
value of 0.73 which indicates a substantial agreement [78].
Therefore our manual labeling results are reliable.
3) Results: Table II shows the result of our qualitative
analysis for identifying the categories of questions in technical
forums. Among the 323 questions we analyzed, we could not
assign a label to only one question. In the table, we provide
the description of each category and how frequent it appears
in our qualitative analysis.
All seven categories of Stack Overflow questions identified
in prior work appear in QSE-related posts. Prior work [76]
identified seven categories of questions on Stack Overflow by
studying Android-related questions, including API usage,
Conceptual, Discrepancy, Errors, Review, API
change, and Learning, ordered by their occurrence frequency. Although quantum computing is still a new area,
people start to ask all these different categories of questions,
indicating that quantum computing face similar software engineering challenges (e.g., API usage and API change)

as other software engineering domains. Similar to prior work,
we find that API usage is the most frequent category with
26.3% instances. The questions of this category are usually
identified by “how to”; e.g., “How to return measurement
probabilities from the QDK Full-state simulator?”
The categories of Errors and Learning are relatively
more frequent in QSE-related questions than in the prior
taxonomy of question categories [76]. Compare to prior
work [76] on classifying Android-related questions, we find
that Errors and Learning questions are relatively more
frequent. As quantum computing is still an emerging domain,
people practicing it face many errors when developing quantum computing applications and they find it challenging to
find learning resource for quantum computing. An example of
the Errors category is “I have Qiskit installed via Anaconda
and a virtual environment set up in Python 3.8. ... I get an
error. I’m not sure what the problem is. How do I fix it?”.
Another example for the Learning category is “How do I
learn Q#? What languages should I know prior to learning
Q#? How do I get started with quantum computing?”. These
findings suggest the need to develop tools or resources to help
developers avoid or address such errors, as well as developing
tutorials, books, and other learning resources to help beginners
get acquainted with quantum computing.
Two new categories of questions (i.e., Theoretical and
Tooling) emerge in QSE-related posts. In fact, the category of Theoretical is the second most frequent among all
categories. This category is usually associated with keywords
such as “can someone explain”, “what is”, and “does quantum”. An example question of this category is “What is the
analysis of the Bell Inequality protocol in Cirq’s ‘examples’?”
where Cirq [79] is a Python library for developing quantum
computing applications. This category of questions indicates
that people have challenges understanding the theoretical
concepts behind quantum computing code. Future efforts are
needed to explain such theoretical concepts for developers. The
category of tooling represents questions that are looking
for tools, frameworks, or libraries that can help solve a QSErelated problem or verifying whether a tool, framework, or
library can help solve a problem. For example, “I want to use
Blender and Blender Python Scripts working with Qiskit. How
can I do this? How to make communication between Blender
and Qiskit installed with Anaconda Python?”. This category
indicates the lack of established tools for supporting quantum
program development.
We identified nine categories of QSE-related
questions in Stack Exchange forums. The categories
Theoretical,
Errors,
Learning,
and
Tooling are new or become more frequent in
QSE-related questions. Our results highlight the need
for future efforts to support developers’ quantum
program development, in particular, to develop
learning resources, to help developers fix errors, and
to explain theory behind quantum computing code.

TABLE II
A TAXONOMY OF Q UESTION C ATEGORIES WHICH BASES ON AND EXTENDS [76]
Category
API usage
Theoretical∗

Description
Questions of this category are usually identified by “how to”, i.e., how to use an API or how to implement a functionality.
This category of questioners ask about theoretical explanations of quantum programs, algorithms, and concepts.
This category of questions search for explanations and solutions of errors and exceptions when developing
Errors
or executing quantum programs.
Questions in this category are related to the limitation, background and the underlying concept of an API.
Conceptual
Question of this category usually ask for explanations or solutions for unexpected results
Discrepancy
(e.g., “what is the problem”, “why not work”.
Questions in this category are searching for learning resources such as documentation, research papers, tutorials, or websites.
Learning
This category describes questions like: “How/Why this is working?” or “Is there a better solution?”.
Review
Generally, the questions in this category look for a better solution to a problem or for help reviewing the current solution.
This category describes questions like “I am looking for ...”, “Is there a tool for ...”.
∗
Tooling
These questions search for tools to solve a specific problem or check the features of a tool.
This category of questions concern about changes of an API and the associated compatibility issues and other implications.
API change
∗ Categories newly identified in QSE-related questions.

RQ2: What QSE topics are raised in technical forums?
1) Motivation: Developers post QSE-related questions and
answers on technical forums. Their posts may reflect their
faced challenges when learning or developing quantum programs. To understand their faced challenges, we use topic
models to extract the semantic topics in their posts and analyze
the characteristics of these topics.
2) Approach: Topic assignment and frequency. The automated topic modeling generated nine topics and distribution of
co-occurring words in each topic. We then manually assigned
a meaningful label to each topic. Following prior work [61],
[80], [81], to assign a meaningful label to a topic, the first
author first proposed labels using two pieces of information:
(1) the topic’s top 20 keywords, and (2) the top 10-15
most relevant questions associated with the topic. Then, three
authors of the paper reviewed the labels in meetings and
reassigned the labels when needed. We obtained a meaningful
label for each of the nine topics at the end. For each topic, we
measure the percentage of the posts (i.e., frequency) that have
it as the dominant topic (i.e., with the highest probability).
Topic popularity. To understand developers’ attention towards
each topic, following previous work [61], [80], [81], we
measured three metrics for each topic: (1) the median number
of views of the associated posts, (2) the median number of
associated posts marked as favorite, and (3) the median
score of the associated posts. For each topic, the associated
posts refer to the posts that have it as the dominant topic.
Topic difficulty. In order to better understand the most challenging aspects for developers, we measure the difficulty of
each topic in terms of how difficult it is for the associated posts
to get accepted answers. Following prior work [61], [80], [81],
for each topic, we measure two metrics: (1) the percentage of
the associated questions with no accepted answer, and (2) the
median time required by the associated questions to get an
accepted answer (only considering the ones with an accepted
answer). For each topic, the associated questions refer to the
questions that have the topic as the dominant topic.
3) Results: We derived nine topics that are discussed in QSE-related posts, including traditional software
engineering topics (e.g., environment management
and dependency management) and QSE-specific top-

Freq
85
54
49
45
31
22
17
16
2

ics (e.g., quantum execution results and Quantum
circuits). Table III describes the nine topics and
their frequency in the analyzed posts. Table IV shows
the median views, scores, and favorites of the posts
associated with these topics. The three most dominant
topics are environment management, dependency
management, and algorithm complexity.
Environment management is the most dominant topic
representing 15.03% of posts. For example, the most viewed
question of this topic is “I downloaded the Quipper package
but I have not been able to get haskell to recognize where
all of the modules and files are and how to properly link
everything” which gained 2772 views. Other examples include
“How can I run QCL (quantum programming language) on
Windows?” and “Visualization of Quantum Circuits when
using IBM QISKit”. We can observe that users are new to
quantum computing and facing problem while setting up their
environment and installing their tools. This topic is also linked
to the question category tooling that we derived in RQ1.
Dependency management is the second most discussed
topic representing 14.82% of the posts. For example, the
most viewed question (with 2,239 views) of this topic is
“When trying the above code, I am receiving the following
error: ModuleNotFoundError: No module named qiskit” where
qiskit is an open source framework for quantum program
development [10]. We noticed that a large number of questions
are directly related to qiskit. This can be explained by the
lack of documentation or tutorials in using this framework.
Algorithm complexity is the third most dominant
topic. This topic is about understanding the complexity of
quantum algorithms and how to optimize quantum algorithms.
For example, the most viewed question of this topic is “For
the other algorithms, I was able to find specific equations to
calculate the number of instructions of the algorithm for a
given input size (from which I could calculate the time required
to calculate on a machine with a given speed). However, for
Shor’s algorithm, the most I can find is its complexity: O(
(log N)3 )”, which receives 4,718 views. This topic is linked
to the questions category theoretical derived from RQ1.
This topic indicates developers’ challenge in understanding the
complexity of quantum algorithms.

TABLE III
T OPICS EXTRACTED FROM QSE RELATED POSTS ON S TACK E XCHANGE FORUMS
Topic (manual label)
Environment management
Dependency management
Algorithm complexity

Keywords
quot, error, python, build, code
qiskit, import, ibmq, operator, provider
time, problem, algorithm, number, function

Quantum execution results

circuit, result, back-end, simulator, measure

Learning resources

question, paper, work, understand, answer

Data structures and operations

matrix, return, array, datum, list

Quantum circuits

qubit, gate, control, operation, cirq

Quantum vs. classical computing
Quantum algorithms understanding

quantum, computer, classical, computing,
algorithm
state, rangle, frac, theta, sqrt

Description
Development environment and build problems
Library installation, use, and versioning issues
Quantum algorithm complexity and optimization
Quantum program execution results on quantum
backends (e.g., simulators)
Searching for learning resources such as research
papers and tutorials
Data structures (e.g., matrix, arrays and list) and
their operations in quantum programs
Elements of quantum circuits (e.g., Qubits, gates)
and their operations
Comparisons between quantum and classical computing
or migrating classic algorithms to quantum computing
Quantum algorithm explanation and interpretation

% Freq
15.03
14.82
14.06
13.22
9.05
8.81
8.66
8.30
7.51

TABLE IV
P OPULARITY OF QSE- RELATED TOPICS ON S TACK E XCHANGE FORUMS
Topic name

˜
V iew

˜
Score

˜
F avorite

Quantum vs. classical computing
Quantum circuits
Environment management
Learning resources
Quantum execution results
Quantum algorithms understanding
Dependency management
Algorithm compolexity
Data structures and operations

147.5
107.0
106.0
102.0
98.0
97.5
93.0
87.5
82.0

3
2
1
2
1
2
2
1
1

1.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

As quantum programming is oriented to searching solutions in a probabilistic space, which is counter-intuitive
from the classical computing perspective, understanding quantum execution results is particularly challenging for developers. As a Qubit can be 0 or 1 with a
certain probability, a quantum program that has Qubits as
its basic units can have many different states at the same
time. The results of a quantum program are certain only
when the results are observed (or “measured”). Therefore, it
is more challenging for developers to understand the results
of quantum programs than that of classical programs. For
example “How to plot histogram or Bloch sphere for multiple
circuits? I have tried to plot a histogram for the multiple
circuits for the code given below. I think I have done it
correctly but don’t know why it’s not working. Please help me
out. If possible please solve it for the Bloch sphere” Future
efforts are needed to interpret quantum program outputs.
Posts related to quantum vs. classical computing
are gaining the most attention from developers. Since
quantum computing is based on a new philosophy different
from classical computing, developers often ask questions about
the differences and look to understand the new doors quantum
computing is opening. According to Table IV, posts with this
topic receive the highest median number of views. This may
show that software engineers are eager to contribute to QSE
by starting from the differences between the two paradigms.
However, as shown in Figure 3, posts on this topic are least
likely to receive accepted answers. Our results indicate the
need for resources and tools for bridging the knowledge gap
between quantum computing and classical computing.

Fig. 3. The difficulty aspect of QSE-related topics on Stack Exchange forums

Questions of some topics (e.g., environment
management) are much more difficult than others
to receive accepted answers. According to Figure 3, the
topic environment management is the most difficult
topic to answer, with 61% of posts not receiving an accepted
answer and a median time of 12 hours to receive an
accepted answer. Learning resources, quantum vs.
classical computing and data structures and
operations are also among the most difficult topics
in terms of the ratio of posts getting accepted answers
and the time to get one. The results indicate the lack
of community support in aspects such as setting up a
development environment, searching for learning resources,
and understanding differences between quantum computing
and classical computing, which could impair the advancement
of quantum software development practices.
From Q&A forums, we derived nine topics
discussed in QSE-related posts, including traditional
software engineering topics (e.g., environment
management) and QSE-specific ones (e.g.,
quantum execution results). We highlighted
some particularly challenging areas for QSE, such as
interpreting quantum program outputs and bridging
the knowledge gap between quantum computing and
classical computing.

RQ3: What QSE topics are raised in the issue reports of
quantum-computing projects?
1) Motivation: Issue reports of quantum computing
projects record developers’ concerns and discussions when
adding features or resolving issues in these projects. The
textual information in the issue reports may communicate
developers’ challenges when developing quantum computing
applications. Therefore, we analyze the topics in the issue
reports to understand the challenges developers are facing as
well as the prevalence of these challenges. While the questions
on technical forums can provide information about developers’ general challenges, the issue reports may communicate
developers’ challenges for specific problems (i.e., issues).
2) Approach: Topic assignment and frequency. Our topic
model on the issue report data generated 17 topics. We follow
the same process as described in RQ2 to manually assign
meaningful labels to the automated topics, based on the top
words in the topics and the content of the associated issue
reports. During the manual assignment process, we found
that some topics are similar to each other even though such
similarity is not detected by the probabilistic topic model.
Therefore, we follow prior work [36], [82] and merged similar
topics. We also discarded one topic as we could not derive a
meaningful label from the top words and the associated issue
reports. In the end, we obtained 13 meaningful topics. For
each topic, we measure the percentage of the issue reports
(i.e., frequency) that have it as the dominant topic (i.e., with
the highest probability). We also measure the number and
percentage of the studied projects that have at least one issue
report of each topic.
Topic difficulty. To further understand developers’ challenges
in developing quantum computing applications, we measure
the “difficulty” of the issue reports associated with each topic.
As we cannot directly measure the “difficulty” of issue reports,
we measure three indirect metrics for each topic: (1) the
percentage of issue reports associated with the topic that is
closed, (2) the median time required to close an issue (since
its creation) associated with the topic, and (3) the median
number of comments in an associated topic (intuitively, an
issue report with more comments may be more difficult [83]).
For each topic, the associated issue reports refer to the issue
reports that have it as the dominant topic.
3) Results: We derived 13 topics from GitHub issue
reports, bringing new perspectives to the challenges
faced by QSE developers. Table V shows the list of
our derived topics, their descriptions, their percentage
frequency in the studied issue reports, and the number of
projects that have at least one issue report of the topic.
Among the 13 topics, 6 of them (learning resources,
environment management,
quantum circuits,
quantum execution results, data structures
and operations, and dependency management) are
overlapping with the topics derived from Stack Exchange
posts (RQ2), and another 2 of them (API change and
API usage) are overlapping with the categories of Stack

Exchange questions derived in RQ1. This result indicates
that the QSE-related challenges that we derived from forum
posts indeed impact practical quantum program development
in GitHub projects.
Among the other five topics, two of them (i.e., machine
learning and quantum chemistry) are related to
the most popular and promising quantum computing application areas: machine learning and chemistry. For example, an issue report associated with quantum chemistry
raises an issue when using a molecular optimizer Python
library: “it leads to PyBerny optimizing an unconverged
ground state energy, which generally leads to the geometry optimization never converging”. The other three topics
(i.e., quantum execution errors, unit testing,
algorithm optimization) are related to applications of
traditional software engineering processes in quantum program
development.
All derived topics are general among the quantum computing projects, as each topic is present in the issue reports
of 58% to 90% of the projects. We observe that learning
resources and environment management are the two
most frequent topics and appear in 90% and 88% of all the
studied projects, respectively, which once again highlights
the need of efforts for developing learning resources and
supporting developers in setting up their quantum program
development environment.
Some topics are particularly challenging for developers,
such
as
data structures
and operations,
quantum circuits,
and
quantum execution
results. Table VI shows the median time it takes to close
an issue report and the number of comments in an issue
report associated with each topic. All the issues are closed at
the time when we analyzed their status. The issues associated
with each topic only have a median of one to two comments,
indicating that developers’ interactions on these issue reports
are not intense. Data structures and operations
is also among the most difficult topics on forum posts (as
discussed in RQ2). However, the Quantum circuits and
quantum execution results topics are not among
the most difficult topics on forum posts, while they are two
of the most difficult ones on GitHub issues, which indicates
that quantum circuit issues and the interpretation of quantum
program execution results are more difficult in specific
problem contexts.
QSE-related challenges that we derived from forum
posts indeed impact practical quantum program development in GitHub projects, while GitHub issues bring
new perspectives on developers’ faced challenges (e.g.,
on specific quantum computing applications such as
machine learning). In particular, we observe that the
challenges are generally among the quantum computing projects.

TABLE V
QSE- RELATED TOPICS DERIVED FROM ISSUE REPORTS OF QUANTUM COMPUTING PROJECTS ON G IT H UB

% Freq

# Projects

Learning resources

Manual label

summary, remove, tutorial, link, documentation

Keywords

Search for documentation, tutorials, websites, etc.

Description

14.94

109 (90.08%)

Environment management

build, include, library, release, variable

Development environment and build problems

13.72

107 (88.43%)

API change

version, qiskit, code, issue, update

API update or deprecation issues

11.65

98 (80.99%)

Quantum circuits

gate, circuit, qubit, operation, control

Elements of quantum circuits (e.g., Qubits, gates)
and their operations

8.30

70 (57.85%)

Quantum chemistry

input, calculation, basis, energy, pyscf

Issues with quantum chemistry libraries (e.g., PySCF)

6.72

76 (62.80%)

Quantum execution errors

error, artiq, follow, experiment, device

Errors in the execution of quantum programs

6.38

80 (66.12%)

Unit testing

test, check, fail, unit, script

Unit testing failures

6.32

87 (71.90%)

API usage

function, method, class, parameter, call

How to use an API

5.81

80 (66.11%)

Quantum execution results

state, number, result, time, measurement

Quantum program execution results (i.e., measured state)

5.76

89 (73.55%)

Data structures and operations

implement, operator, matrix, problem, array

Data structures (e.g., matrix, arrays and list)
and their operations

5.73

88 (72.73%)

Machine learning

model, datum, dataset, layer, benchmark

Quantum computing application in machine learning

5.26

75 (61.9%)

Dependency management

file, python, import, package, install

Library installation, use and versioning issues

5.23

93 (76.86%)

Algorithm optimization

case, time, optimization, long, performance

Program performance and algorithm optimization

4.19

83 (68.6%)

TABLE VI
T HE DIFFICULTY ASPECT OF QSE- RELATED TOPICS ON G IT H UB ISSUES
Topic name

Hr to˜ close

˜
# comments

Data structures and operations
151.40
Quantum circuits
114.98
Quantum execution results
98.02
Machine learning
94.68
API usage
80.70
Quantum chemistry
62.89
Quantum execution errors
59.44
API change
47.34
Algorithm optimization
39.83
Dependency management
32.40
Unit testing
28.26
Learning resources
27.02
Environment management
21.57
All the issues are closed at the time we analyzed their status.

1
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1

V. T HREATS TO VALIDITY
External validity. In this work, we analyze four Stack Exchange forums and 122 GitHub repositories to understand the
challenges of QSE. Our studied forum posts and GitHub issues
may not cover all the ones that are related to QSE. Developers
may also communicate their discussions in other media (e.g.,
mailing lists). Future work considering other data sources may
complement our study. In addition, we identify and collect
the posts from Q&A forums using a selected set of tags. Our
analysis may miss some QSE tags. However, to alleviate this
threat, we follow prior work [60], [61] and use an iterative
method to identify the relevant tags.
Internal validity. In this work, we use topic models to
cluster the forum posts and GitHub issue reports, based on
the intuition that the same clusters would have similar textual
information. However, different clusters of posts and issue
reports may exist when a different approach is used. To ensure
the quality of the clusters, we manually reviewed the resulting
topics, merged similar topics when needed, and assigned
meaningful labels to them.
Construct validity. In RQ1, we manually analyze the categories of QSE-related questions on technical Q&A forums.
Our results may be subjective and depend on the judgment of

the researchers who conducted the manual analysis. To mitigate the bias, two authors of the paper collectively conducted
an manual analysis and reached a substantial agreement,
indicating the reliability of the analysis results. A third author
also participated in the discussions during the manual analysis,
to ensure the quality of the results. In RQ2 and RQ3, the
parameters of the topic models (e.g., the number of topics K)
may impact our findings. To mitigate this threat, following
previous work [60] [61], we did multiple experiments and
use the topic coherence score to select the most suitable
parameters. The manual labeling of topics can be subjective.
To reduce this threat, the authors read each topic’s top 20
keywords and the top 15 highest contributed posts to the
topic. We followed a clear-cut approach adapted in previous
works [60] [61]. In addition, in our analysis of the QSE posts,
we did not filter posts using the number of comments, votes or
answers (as done in prior work [84]), which may lead to noise
in the analyzed posts (e.g., low-quality posts). We made this
decision since QSE is a new topic and the number of posts in
the Q&A forums is relatively small.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper examines challenges quantum program developers are facing by analyzing Stack Exchange forums posts
related to QSE and the GitHub issue reports of quantum
computing projects. Results indicate that QSE developers face
traditional software engineering challenges (e.g., dependency
management) as well as QSE-specific challenges (e.g., interpreting quantum program execution results). In particular,
some QSE-related areas (e.g., bridging the knowledge gap
between quantum and classical computing) are gaining the
highest attention from developers while being very challenging
to them. As the initial effort for understanding QSE-related
challenges perceived by developers, our work shed light on
future opportunities in QSE (e.g., supporting explanations of
theory behind quantum program code and the interpretations
of quantum program execution results).
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